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PANDORA
LIST OF MAIN FEATURES
In the following pages you can find a list of different features, sorted by categories, of the
5.1 version of Pandora FMS in its OpenSource and Enterprise version.

Architecture

OpenSource

Enterprise

Performance and availability
Monitoring
Event based management
Event correlation system
Centralized Management using
monitoring policies
Automatic certified updates
Geolocation (GIS)
CLI Management
LDAP/AD Authentication
API for SSO
Virtual infrastructure and Cloud Computing

1

Monitoring delegation to secondary servers
(Export Server)
High availability
High scalation (Metaconsole)
Service monitoring (BPM / APM)
Customizable visual console
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Architecture

OpenSource

Enterprise

Synthetic Modules (dynamic data
creation over existing data)
DB Historic to store data during
long periods
Centralized distribution system
Recommended capacity limit per server

1.000 agents

2.000 agents

Windows Support
(for Pandora FMS server)
3rd Party Product Integration
API Library
Log colection
Headless remote monitoring (Satellite Server)

Agent technology

OpenSource

Enterprise

Full featured multiplatform agents for
Windows, HP-UX, Solaris, BSD and Linux
Delegated agents (Broker mode and proxy mode)
Postconditions and preconditions in the
software agent module execution
Android and Embedded devices agents
Remote inventory and/or with agents
Remote agent management
VMware plugin
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Agent technology

OpenSource

Enterprise

OpenSource

Enterprise

RHEV plugin
Oracle plugin
Weblogic plugin
SAP R3 plugin
JBoss plugin
Websphere plugin

User interface and reporting
Skins system for a complete interface
customization per user
Role-based access control levels

2

Fine grain ACL system
100% Web environment, multi client with
separated views, ready for SaaS
Native integration of Integria IMS
Incindents system
Light web console for mobiles
Reports and SLA

3

ITIL v3 Métrics
Custom reports. Report templates
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User interface and reporting

OpenSource

Enterprise

OpenSource

Enterprise

Scheduling reports (sent by email)
and request background reports for
very large reports.
Dashboard

Communication and Networking
IPAM (IP address management)
SSH/Telnet console
Auto discovery and network topology
detection at level 2 and 3
SNMP Monitoring v3
IPv6 Support
WMI Monitoring
SNMP Trap monitoring

4

Netflow / Sflow
Dynamic network navigable maps modifiable by
the user in a graphical environment (Network
console) to display network interfaces
High speed ICMP and SNMP Exploration
Transactional Web monitoring
Configuration change management and detction
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ARCHITECTURE
Pandora FMS has a very
flexible and versatile design
and allows to work in several
different ways, combining
different kinds
of monitoring.
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PANDORA FMS ARCHITECTURE
1. Performance and availability monitoring (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS provides a complete solution for performance & availability, monitoring the
key resources across the infrastructure, to ensure that all devices are ready to respond
to end user requests.
It is possible to run these tests in the software agent or from Pandora FMS Server, which
eliminates the risk associated with running monitoring software on target systems.

Pandora FMS specific tests and features include:
•
•
•
•
•

ICMP response and delay
SNMP Polling (v1, v2c, v3)
Standard TCP/IP services (HTTP,
SMTP, etc)
Specified TCP/IP ports with regular
expression matching
URL availability

•
•
•
•

Linux/Unix process availability
(via SNMP)
Nagios Plug-in Support (for both,
availability and performance)
Network traffic in a device
Network latency time

Scheduled Performance Tests:
•
•

CPU, Disk and Memory Usage
System overload

pandorafms.com
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Obtention of WMI or Performance
Counters values in Windows
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•
•
•

Number of occurrences in a logfile
per second
Temperature on a system
Output of a system command

•
•

Service availability or running
processes
Oracle DB status, as well as its
tablespaces and other values

2. Headless remote monitoring: Satellite Server (Enterprise)
•

Allows you to do headless, distributed monitoring for WMI, ICMP, SNMP v1/2 and
plugin execution.

•

Integrates a discovery mechanism if discover a SNMP/WMI device in network
sweep.

•

Thousands of checks per seconds. Runs on Windows and Linux.

•

Sends the information back to dataserver and doesn’t require a database.

3. Fault and event management
Pandora FMS event system keeps a log of everything that has happened. When a service
or a host goes down, or it comes up again, when an alert is fired, when new hosts are
discovered at the network, etc.
It is possible to search events, filtering them by group, type, severity, or event status. All
this is done from the Web Console. Events can be exported to a CSV file, or be linked to
feed readers, thanks to it RSS feed.

pandorafms.com
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The operative of these events allows them to be validated or marked as “in process”
by an operator, in a way any task taking place there can be seen, leaving a trace of
comments over it. Besides, the events are associated to a group of tags or categories,
allowing Pandora FMS to perform searches and semantical groups.

4. Customizable visual console
Pandora FMS allows to each user to define their customized view of the monitoring, this
is a customized-defined graph view, based on a representation in the space, selected
items, represented status, data, graphs or other visual console status, scaling always the
critical event.

pandorafms.com
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This feature, combined with the service-based monitoring on weights, in a much more
flexible way and with user-defined margins. Unlike as with the “specific” monitoring,
where there are kept specific values from specific indicators, the service monitoring with
Pandora FMS is though to monitor “groups” of elements, from different kind, with certain
“margin of error”, based on the failure accumulation.

The need of monitoring services as something “abstract” appears when we ask ourselves
this question: What happens when an element that initially is not critical? such as, for
example, one of the twenty Apache servers. Firstly, we could not to warn, in fact, could
be it has frequent falls, so there are 20 nodes, it shouldn’t warn us for the fall of only
one node (let’s imagine that this warning wake up someone who is sleeping). In fact,
a service with so many redundancy is meant to give us more peace, not more work. It
should only warn us if a more critical element is down (such as a router) or if “several”
WEB servers are down, for example, four or five of them.
I should not tell us because they fall one or two nodes (in fact, just imagine having to lift
someone out of bed whenever apache is down). It is assumed that the service is led, so
we should have some margin, and not give us more headaches. The system should be
smart enough to know that a single server down is not a problem, but when it goes from
5 should start worrying, and certainly fallen more than 10 servers should get out of bed
to anyone.

pandorafms.com
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5. Virtualization and Cloud Computing (Enterprise)
Enterprise version has a specific enterprise plugin (included in the Enterprise
license) for automatic detection of VM in VMWare 4.x infrastructure using a single
centralized point (VCenter) to gather all information, using the VMWare API. There
are OpenSource plugins available for VirtualBox, Xen, KVM and EC2.

pandorafms.com
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6. Service monitoring (Enterprise)
Unlike “specific” monitorization where tangible values are collected, service monitorization
with Pandora FMS is intended for monitoring “groups” of elements from different nature,
with some “thresholds” of error. This allows an SLA based on service maps based on
weigths. 100% visual and in real time.

7. High availability
Pandora FMS has multiple server based structure (Data Server, Plugin Server, Network
Server, etc), a Web console and a Database. It has redundancy over all its items. Any
amount of servers or consoles can be created, as well as a MySQL cluster for the
Database. This is included in the characteristics of the OpenSource version. Agents
also have mechanisms to post to multiple servers, in case one fails.

pandorafms.com
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8. Monitoring delegation to secondary servers (Enterprise)
The Export Server provides the data escalation feature, making possible to have a
completely distributed installation at the same building, office, or even different countries.
The different Pandora FMS installations will connect to a Central Pandora FMS, which will
collect and centralize the information. The Export Server is a feature available only in the
Enterprise version.

Source of RAW
information

Pandora FMS
SETUP #1

Pandora FMS
SETUP #1

Source of RAW
information

Pandora FMS
database

Pandora FMS
database
Pandora FMS
servers
(any kind)

Pandora FMS
servers
(any kind)

NETWORK

Pandora FMS Pandora FMS
console
Export Server

Pandora FMS
Export Server

Pandora
server

Pandora
database

Pandora FMS
console

Pandora
console

Top Level User View

9. Centralized management using monitoring policies (Enterprise)
This feature is oriented to companies that have a large number of agents. The policies
system allows the user to distribute modules and alerts to groups of agents in a massive
way. Along with the Metaconsole, it allows a fast and efficient operation over thousands
of agents simultaneously.
Policies allow defining exceptions, alerts or distribute file collections that contain plugins
to agents, so everything can be managed centrally and globally with policies.

pandorafms.com
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10. High scalability / Metaconsole (Enterprise)

Pandora server

History
Database

Pandora server

History
Database

Pandora server

Pandora FMS has the Metaconsole feature that is a Web environment that works as a
manager of independent installations from Pandora FMS, to coordinate them in server
farms with only one management. This allows Pandora FMS to get almost an unlimited
scalability, managing different installations, independents between themselves, from a
single point, in a federated and independent system.

History
Database

Main
Database

Main
Database

Main
Database

Web Console

Web Console

META
CONSOLE

Web Console

11. Recommended capacity limit per server (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS has been designed to work in company environments: this means, groups
of systems which can grow and grow progressively. Our engineers have estimated an
average of 2.000 agents per server (in case of Open Source version we estimate around
1.000 agents per server), with 25 modules per agents, executing tasks every five minutes.
Using the metaconsole and the Export Server, these numbers can be expanded using
more servers, or trying to assign more agents in a single server (this last choice needs a
very fine customization).
We have clients with huge environments, where Pandora FMS is used with different
methods and purposes. For example, we’ve got a client with 6.000 agents, and a setup
of four servers and a Metaconsole. We also have got another client with a single server
and 160.000 modules.

pandorafms.com
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12. Log colection
•

Logs are gathered natively using Pandora FMS’s agents, also for Windows logs.

•

Hundreds of MB per day.

•

Replaces specific software for log collection and forensics.

•

Has nothing to do with monitorization.

13. Automated certified updates (Enterprise)
Update manager allows the administrator download updates from the console easily and
automatically. This pat ches can be created “on demand” by the support team, in such
way that the client will have a customized solution to his problem in matter of hours. The
users from the Open Source version have an equivalent system, but with non-revised
updates by the support team.

pandorafms.com
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14. Geolocation GIS
Pandora FMS can provide different information of localizations and interactive maps that
show the position of the agents. It can also show a tracking of the travel of every agent
along time, doing a reverse geolocalization and “translating” coordinates in addresses.

15. Event correlation system (Enterprise)
Since version 4.0, Pandora FMS incorporates a system to correlate events and
produce alerts or new events. This system allow us to define logical rules between
the system events, based on many fields, like tags, status, criticity, value, group,
source agent, etc. Besides, all these rules are applied over a time range. This system
can “filter” false positives, event storms and determine the source of the problem
way more automatized and clear.

pandorafms.com
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16. Database historic to store data during long periods (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS Enterprise version supports an additional database to store all the
data which isn’t used often, (i.e data older than one month). This data is browsed
transparently when it’s needed, allowing a soft and fast system data processing in
“real time” and, on the other hand, to store more data and for a longer time.

17. 3rd Party Product Integration API Library
Pandora FMS external WEB API is used doing HTTP/HTTPS remote calls (REST API)
above the file /include/API.php.
It involves a call with the parameters formatted for getting a value or list of values that
your application will use. At the present time there are 21 defined methods for obtaining or
writing information. The REST API includes an optional credentials system for restricting
access to some data depending on the user. Supports HTTPS.

18. Centralized file distribution system (Enterprise)
A file collection is a set of files (scripts and/or executables) which are copied automatically
to a specific folder in the agent (Windows or Unix). File collections allow these files to be
propagated within the policies, in a way they can be used by a group or agents, using a
“package” of scripts and the modules which use them.

19. CLI Management
Pandora FMS can be managed via command line. The CLI (Command-Line Interface)
in Pandora FMS is used making command-line calls (pandora_manage). This method
is specially useful to integrate 3rd party applications with Pandora FMS via automated
tasks. Basically, it consists in a call with parsed parameters to realize an action like
creating or deleting an agent, a module or an user, amongst other ones.

pandorafms.com
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20. LDAP/AD Authentication (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS has its own user system, stored in its database, but you have the choice
of using Active Directory or LDAP to authenticate against remote systems, keeping the
relevant data regarding Pandora rights and roles, in its own database. Pandora FMS has
got an authentication API so it can be extended to proprietary mechanisms, implemented
by the user itself.

21. Synthetic modules (Enterprise)
Synthetic modules are used to generate new data from existing data, using arithmetical
operations or average values. This is useful for: calculating the total throughput of a
switch, adding the traffic of all its interfaces, the number of total sales by adding the
average sales value of each franchise, or the average temperature of a room from the
temperature value in all its points.

pandorafms.com
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AGENT
TECHNOLOGY
Pandora FMS has agents in
all types of systems, able to
extract information in any
way, and to process and send
dodging various obstacles and
complex network topologies.
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AGENT TECHNOLOGY
1. Multiplataform agents
There are software Agents for Windows, Linux, AIX, HP-UX, Solaris, BSD y Mac: small size
agents that provide information about the system where they are installed (CPU, memory
usage, disc usage, the output of any command, etc.).
There are also hardware agents to monitor temperature, humidity, smoke, Gas, flood and
any device that send dry contact.

2. Remote agent management (Enterprise)
Since Pandora FMS 3.1 Enterprise version you can modify from the Web Console the
configuration of any Agent installed. This allows to add or remove modules from the
agent, change the IP address of Pandora FMS server, the interval, the connection port,
and any other configuration option of the Agent.

pandorafms.com
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3. Embedded agents for Android agent
Pandora FMS have developed a specific agent
for embedded devices, made in Posix C, aimed
at devices with very little RAM, and can work with
all types of processors (ARM, VIA ...). These kind
of agents should be able to run on any Linuxembedded device. Pandora FMS also have an
specific agent for Android phones: Pandroid.
This agent, reports GPS information to the GIS
system on Pandora FMS, and also returns battery
levels, compass information, among other sensor
information like proximity information. In the future, this agent could be the platform to
send centralized information from mobile devices.

4. Conditioned module execution
This functionality, allows to act from agents inmediately without waiting for managing
the problem from the console. Also avoids certain checks when executing specific
situations as a backup, in HA systems, etc..

5. Remote inventory or with agent
A new system and service inventory which will act as a system inventory, showing
software and hardware in the monitored systems. It is possible to choose whether agentless or agent-based configuration to get that data.

pandorafms.com
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6. Delegated agents: Broker mode and Proxy mode
This is a special work method for the agent, which allow it to work in different complex
architectures, operating over a single physical agent and deploying a remote monitoring
from that agent, resulting in the real monitoring on various agents, monitored and
managed from the single system with a software agent installed. This agent is managed
like a normal agent, but behaving as if it contained other agents.
Tentacle protocol supports the use of proxies (in HTTP/Connect mode) in a way other
agents can connect directly to the server using a standard proxy. In the same way,
agents can be configured so they can act as intermediate servers (Drone mode), so they
can be used to centralize the communication with the destination server or with another
proxy. This system also allows file collection and remote configuration management.

Pandora FMS
Server

Pandora FMS
Agents
Pandora FMS
Drone Agents

Pandora FMS
Agents

Remote
Network

Pandora FMS
Agents
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COMMUNICATION
AND NETWORKING
Pandora FMS, among many
other functions performs SNMP
v3, WMI and transactional
monitoring, network maps and
dynamic network topology
detection.
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COMMUNICATION AND NETWORKING
1. Network topology detection and autodiscovery (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS is capable of recognizing and detect periodically new systems, detecting
its operating system, and their relations with other nodes in the network in a network
level as well as link level (using ARP table exploration using SNMP). This means that
Pandora can explore a network of 1000 nodes, draw it connecting the interfaces of your
routers with your switches in less than an hour.

2. IPAM: IP address management
Using the IPAM extension, we can manage, discover and obtain events about changes
in the hosts of a subnet. We will be able to know if a given IP address (IPv4 or IPv6)
change its status (ping response) or hostname (using DNS). We will also be able to
detect its Operating System and link an IP address to a Pandora FMS agent, adding
this IP address to the assigned IP addresses of this agent.

pandorafms.com
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3. Dynamic network navigable maps (ENTERPRISE)
This feature has been rewritten almost from scratch. Now, we van view the interfaces
on each host and detect new systems on the map (group based or IP address based).
This new map is 100% manageable with the graphical user interface and allows you to
manually configure the relationship between the interfaces, hosts and fictional points
forwarding to other maps.

4. IPV6 Support
This version includes full support for TCP, ICMP and SNMP protocols.

5. SNMP Monitoring
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is a UDP-based network protocol. It is
used mostly in network management systems to monitor network-attached devices for
conditions that warrant administrators attention. Pandora FMS can monitor any device
with SNMP protocol directly from the Pandora FMS Network Server.

pandorafms.com
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6. SNMP Trap Monitoring (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS has a Trap console that shows SNMP events that have been received
by Pandora FMS’s server, showing various information about the event: status, source
OID, associated agent, date and time, alerts associated, etc. Alerts can be configured
for every trap, in a simple way or even using regular expressions over the traps. All
this features are also available in the OpenSource version, but the Enterprise version
counts with some extra features:
•

MIB loader for trap definition

•

Possibility to define an alias of the Trap created by the user.

•

Forwarding traps to an agent (to a module) to visualize it as a text type module.

•

SNMP filters before processing the traps.

7. WMI Monitoring
Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) (or Windows Management Interface) is
a set of extensions for the Windows Driver Model that provides an operating system
interface through which the instrumented components provide information and
notification. Pandora FMS can monitor any Windows System SNMP protocol directly from
the Pandora FMS WMI Server or using the WMI module in Windows Agent.

pandorafms.com
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8. Transactional advanced web Monitoring (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS Enterprise is able of monitoring Web applications, supervising the
availability, total time of navigation, etc. The transactional Web monitorization engine
of Pandora FMS, based on Goliat project, allows to do complex Web checks such as
authenticate and fill a form, detect changes of a content, keep sessions, etc.
This process are carried in a centralized
Web interface. It also allows the use of
proxies, HTTP authentication, content
parsing, total and partial time measurement,
content downloading, and of course
availability checks.
Pandora FMS supports navigation from
remote unattended probes, using any
browser (Chrome, Firefox, IE), including
Flash, Java and other plugins.

9. High speed ICMP and SNMP exploration (Enterprise)
Since version 4.0, Pandora FMS incorporates the new “Enterprise Network Server”
which performs the same tasks the OpenSource does but up to 50 times faster, by using
specific faster tools for each test and organizing the checks in multi-thread blocks,
providing an efficient management in systems with thousands of ICMP and/or SNMP
checks.

pandorafms.com
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10. Netflow (Open Source)
Pandora FMS is able to monitor IP traffic using the NetFlow protocol. Displays general
patterns and traffic data that are useful for real-time reporting of network usage, tables,
statistics and graphs.

11. Configuration change management
With Pandora FMS 5.1 you can detect a configuration change in your router/switches and
get a notification. You can also view with a visual “diffview” the changes between both
configurations.

pandorafms.com
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REPORTING
USER INTERFACE
Pandora FMS, allows to have
a customized view of the web
interface for each user, with
reports, dashboard, mobile
console and a free integration
of Integria IMS
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REPORTING AND USER INTERFACE
1. SLA and reporting
Pandora FMS can create HTML, PDF and XML reports for any monitored element. Data,
such as graphs, SLAs, metrics, events, etc., can be added to these reports. Reports are
created for a configurable time frame, that goes from an hour up to six months.
Pandora FMS SLA reports allow us to define the level of agreement (%) existing per
parameter, defining valid operation ranges. This allow us to define combined metrics with
many values to determine the level of agreement of a set of parameters in a defined time
range.

2. Fine grane ACL system (Enterprise)
The Enterprise ACL system allows to configure the sections of the Operation and
Administration menus that each user can see. This way it is possible to completely
customize the views offered to every group of users, restricting operations even to
administrators of the tool.

3. ITIL v3 Metrics
Now, it’s possible to add the items MTBF, MTTR, TTO y TTRT of any monitored event in
thereports.

pandorafms.com
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4. Role-based Access control levels
Pandora FMS has an user role and a permission system, that allows to define new users
with different permissions over the different monitoring groups. This way, an user could
be administrator of the Accounting System, having only permissions to see the events
of the Human Recourses group. This OpenSource system is complemented with ACL
Enterprise system.

5. Skins system (Enterprise)
Pandora FMS Enterprise version allows us to design our own interface -per user groupso its view can be fully customized: colors, icons, layout, logos, etc.

6. 100% web, multiclient ready for SaaS
Pandora FMS’s architecture and its design has been oriented to serve different clients
with the same infrastructure. It is multiclient (each user sees only his elements). Since it
is 100% Web, it allows any remote client to access its views and the management of its
reports.

pandorafms.com
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7. Integration of Integria IMS incidents system
Pandora FMS has a basic incident system integrated. Instead of improving this system,
we have totally integrated it with an external incident system, called Integria IMS. For
further information visit integriaims.com

This OpenSource system, allow us to perform many tasks, like automatic notifications via
email, define work groups, add attachments, SLA notifications and separate by operation
roles. You will be able to use Pandora FMS interface to work directly over Integria IMS.

pandorafms.com
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8. Custom reports (Enterprise)
Now it is possible to change the logo of the reports and add first page, header, footer and
index in the reports. With Pandora FMS, in its Enterprise version, it is possible to create
reports in HTML, PDF and XML and send them to an email address in the desired date.
Besides, reports can be recurrent and sent every week, month, each six months, etc.

In the Enterprise reports, the first page can be customized with a WYSIWYG editor,
with automatic content indexes, custom fonts (including non Latin characters, like
Japanese, Arabic...) and of course, different Wizards can be used to provide an
easier and faster management.

9. 3rd Party Product Integration API Library
The external API of Pandora FMS is used through remote HTTP calls to the /include/
API.php file. This method has been defined by Pandora FMS to integrate with 3rd party
applications. This is a HTTP request with the parameters formated to receive a value
or a list of values, the API also allow to set operations on the server (like apply a policy
or insert a value). The API is also used to get event information for an external event
manager.

pandorafms.com
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10. SSH/Telnet Console
Allows the connection with remote devices from Pandora FMS’s console. Every connection
is originated from Pandora FMS’s server, so it is easy to centralize the access to all your
systems from Pandora FMS. This feature, along the VNC extension for accessing remote
systems, makes that Pandora FMS can act such as a central remote management station.

11. Light web console for mobiles
Pandora FMS provides an specific interface for light mobile
devices (such as mobile phones) where essential system data
can be visualized in an efficient and fast format, adapted to
the terminal used at that moment. This interface can visualize
graphics, status, events and some other relevant data in
Pandora FMS.
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12. Dashboard (Enterprise)
Since Pandora FMS 3.1, the Pandora FMS Console has a new main page, called
Dashboard. Our dashboard is based on “pieces” of custom-defined information called
widgets, and is totally customizable with different screens and frames. Each dashboard
will contain different widgets such as reports, graphs, maps, metrics etc. Each user can
define its own dashboard.

pandorafms.com
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¿WHY CHOOSE
ENTERPRISE?
Have you ever wondered why
you should buy the Enterprise
version having a totally free
Open Source version? Find the
answer to all your questions.

*

CE

RTIFIED

*

WHY
CHOOSE
FUNCIONALIDADES
ENTERPRISE?
PANDORA FMS 5.1

Stay informed of all
the updates and avoid
problematic migrations
without help.

Pandora FMS manufacturer
has inversted millions of euros
in product development.
There is no free lunch.

Despite being very completeA
pesar de ser muy , the Open
Source version has less
business oriented features.

Pandora FMS has users
worldwide and has a proven
track record in the five
continents.

How much is each hour of
work of your technicians?
Let our qualified staff
help you.

What do you prefer?
Do you want to be treated
as a customer or
as a user?

pandorafms.com
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THANKS
for your attention. For further
information about the
product, please visit
pandorafms.com or get in
touch with the Pandora FMS
support team.

www.ártica.es
info@artica.es
(+34) 91 559 72 22

